HOTBOX
INSTALLATION / OPERATING MANUAL
- 12v Power (car battery)
- controlled by Phone
Application
-Low Battery protection

- Full installation
package
- 142 x 45 x 115 mm
- Sophisticated water
level detection algorithm

Installation
-Heat exchanger is placed at the engine compartment
close to the hot fluid hose inlet of the car radiator
-The HOTBOX is placed inside of the vehicle no more
than 2m away from the water tank
-The HOTBOX should be installed/mounted no more than
1.5m above ground level
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Control Application
The HOTBOX app functions as the main control interface
between the user and the HOTBOX. The app is compatible
with iOS/Android smart phones allowing the user to control
the different modes of operations available.
The app component and options are explained in the next
picture.
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Bluetooth name changing Button
Activation button of the internal tank function,
used in case an internal tank is connected to
the Hotbox device
System Sensors activation button. It activated
the water level detection algorithm and stop
the pump if no water is flowing.
Car Battery voltage indicator
Water Temperature indicator
Water level indicator
External tank mode button
Fill tank mode button
Water Heating mode button
Shower mode button
Start/ stop mode button
increase Goal temperature button
Goal temperature indicator
Decrease Gal temperature button
Internal tank calibration button (The internal
tank info need to be given to insure accurate
water level measurement)

After chosen the Calibration button the provies
windows will appear. (the calibration
process need to be do when new tank
is installed)
1.
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The automatic Calibration will fill the
tank with water and then the water will
be discharged. The hotbox will
calculate the discharged water which
will be the capacity of the tank
Manual Calibration will allow the user
to inter the tank calibration
Cancel the calibration process
The Capacity of the tank in liter
The current water level in the tank
confirmation

Heat Exchanger

HOTBOX
INSTALLATION / OPERATING MANUAL
- 12v Power (car battery)
- controlled by Phone
Application
-Low Battery protection

- Full installation
package
- 142 x 45 x 115 mm
- Sophisticated water
level detection algorithm

It is recommended to install the heat exchanger in the
engine compartment of the vehicle. Screw the barbed
fittings to the heat exchanger ports. You can use the supplied
elbow if that suits your installation space. Locate the hot
coolant outlet hose from the engine that feeds to the A/C
unit in the cabin. Disconnect it from the cabin inlet end and
connect it to the Heat Exchanger inlet. Use the supplied
heater hose to connect the Heat Exchanger outlet to the A/C
unit cabin inlet.

HotBox device
Placing the HOTBOX device, internal Tank and the input
and output Board is matter of test and space. The user
Manuel have some suggestions for the this places in
different car modules.

Control Application
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than 2m away from the water tank
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1.5m above ground level
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picture.
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The automatic Calibration will fill the
tank with water and then the water will
be discharged. The hotbox will
calculate the discharged water which
will be the capacity of the tank
Manual Calibration will allow the user
to inter the tank calibration
Cancel the calibration process
The Capacity of the tank in liter
The current water level in the tank
confirmation

Step 2: connect the hotbox device to the internal tank
(if it available) and to the input/ output port. In the next
illustration the hole system will be presented.
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Installation
The HOTBOX installation process is straight forward,
but prior planning is required to optimize placement of
the components. Please read the user manuale
System installations section.
Heat exchanger is placed at the engine compartment
close to the hot fluid hose inlet of the car radiator.

Second : connect the hotbox device to the internal
tank (if it available) and to the input/ output port. In the
next illustration the hole system will be presented.
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Please download the full user guide from our website :
aphcarios.com

